ENDEMIC AND EMERGING POULTRY DISEASES RESEARCH CENTER

CAIRO UNIVERSITY, EGYPT

Is a central research center at Cairo university concerned about the endemic and emerging diseases of poultry, and member of the GLOCAL ALLIANCE FOR RESEARCH ON AVIAN DISEASES (GARAD) representing Middle East and Africa.

It is engaged with different activities concerned with research activities in the form of funded national and/or international funded projects. Supporting postgraduate research studies and graduation projects in the field of poultry diseases for different universities. Innovation and evaluation studies for poultry vaccines and biologics. Poultry diseases surveillances in cooperation with authorities and producers association. Vocational training of Veterinarians serving poultry industry.

Since many diseases are transmitted trans-borders, we need to work on international teams together to build better prophylaxis strategies against those diseases based on better international team work culture and more research facilities availability for these groups.

Therefore we are inviting all of you and your research students to visit us at Cairo university, and strengthen our international research teams in funded research projects, and meet annually on our annual INTERNATIONAL EGYPTIAN POULTRY FORUM CONFERENCE 2021.
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